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In marine engineering field many problems require a huge computational resources to be treated in a proper way. Reduced order modeling offers a (problem-dependent) simplification of the studied model, such that we are able to simulate the same phenomenon with a comparable accuracy with respect to the original model but with a reduced computational cost.

Among all possible approaches to reduce the complexity, reduced basis (RB) method [1] has gained popularity in the analysis of parametric systems, not only on the academic side, but also in several industrial contexts. This methodology uses the solutions of the discrete problem at a limited set of parameters, to construct an optimal basis which is able to efficiently represent approximated solution fields for new parameters.

Other non-intrusive reduced order methods such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition with Interpolation (PODI) [2, 7] and Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) [5] have gained attentions in marine engineering in the last years as enablers for accurate many-query problems. The non-intrusiveness allows an easy integration into existing industrial numerical pipelines, while the accuracy and the computational savings make possible the optimization of quantities of interest computed from more and more complex systems. Moreover, nowadays, the complexity is also due to the increase of the input design parameters. To fight the so-called curse-of-dimensionality we need to reduce not only the output fields but also the parameter space dimensionality by linear or nonlinear techniques [4, 6].

The aim of this invited session is to foster a proficuous discussion on the applicability of advanced reduced order methods to modern marine engineering simulations. We bring together a diverse spectrum of techniques [2], for both input parameters and output fields reduction [3]. This can benefit the design phase, giving unexpected insights on the studied system with respect to geometrical parameters, but can also greatly accelerate optimization campaigns exploiting real time reduced order models evaluations.

We encourage contributions regarding but not limited to multiobjective and shape optimization, uncertainty propagation and quantification, parameter space reduction, sensitivity analysis, and inverse problems, in the context of intrusive or non-intrusive reduced order methods applied to marine engineering.
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